The Corona Virus and King Corona Viktátorus

Problems and Solutions

Part 1 of 2: Problems!

What’s wrong with you sheeple (sheep + people = sheeple)? You obey your masters without question!? [1]

You destroy the remains of your already fragile livelihoods for another scam! King Viktátorus to the rescue, right?! Closed shops and businesses, closed schools, more and more forced vacations and massive layoffs, reduction in salary, and reduction in living standards, massive inflation and deflation, and deaths caused by the depressive nature of this malice! And you don’t care!

You suddenly believe in oligarchs who have never ever had your interests at heart. Dishonesty, corruption, sedition to their constituencies and a barely existing rebellion in the electoral districts, mind-boggling and destructive political policies run rampant through our society. And you don’t care about these perplexities!

Extreme laws have been implemented to restrict your movements, not to mention other extreme measures to prevent you from speaking in opposition about the bizarre nature of a governing body gone awry! And you don’t care!

You have allowed these scoundrels to take over everything! And you don’t care!

Scammed by the New World Order agendas, perpetrated by the likes of Bill Gates, George Soros, Anthony Fauci, the World Health Organization, other globalists—and by the Orbán Viktor Oligarchs. You laugh at this assertion because you are the “smart sheeple” who don’t fall for conspiracies! But unbeknownst to you, the evidence has already been proven! And you don’t care! And you can’t fathom the game you are a part of!

_The Hunger Games_ by Suzanne Collins; _1984_ by George Orwell; _The Minority Report_ by Philip K. Dick; and _World War Z_ by Max Brooks have all become your realities. The nightmare is yours because you asked for it! And you don’t care!

How do you know what’s Fake News?

Information, that’s how! Fake News is without substantiated or substantial information! Always! All of the FIDESZ campaigns are without content!
If you vote for dictators—which you always do, you will continue to get dictatorships! And you don’t care!

Take the Soros hate campaign—love him or hate him, the campaign wasn’t to inform you, but to make you feel and react—basically, to support FIDESZ! It was about you! How much did you learn about these issues from beginning to end? Yes, that’s what I mean!

You have become the useful cattle, the useful idiots of the New World Order agenda! It’s a factual conspiracy! And you don’t care!

You know there’s a virus, but you don’t even know what a virus is! That’s just peachy keen! And you don’t care!

“Never let a good crisis go to waste!”

- Rahm Emanuel (ideology: communism)

You don’t even know what that quotation means! And you don’t care!

You sheeple have no questions for your masters; besides, you’re socialists, which means that you’re lazy as fuck—and you don’t care!

Why is it so necessary for you to tell me that I need to stay home and be hygienic with my own tax money? At any cost! How much am I paying for this crap? And you don’t care!

You’ve never cared about the conditions of your neighbors and their hygiene before, but now you insist that they know all about it and how important it is to you! And you don’t care that 40% of your fellow citizens already live in deep poverty! But hygiene, now that’s important!

You risk becoming Venezuela! And you don’t even know what I’m talking about! And you don’t care!

Your hospitals are in shambles and their health care leaders have no solutions because they suck! You don’t know why and you never did! And you never cared then and you don’t care now!

You are shameless sheeple!
What separates (used to separate) the Americans from all other people is that “They’d rather die on their feet than live on their knees.” But Hungarians would rather die on their knees than live on their feet!

European taxpayers (you included) have been donating billions of Euros to the Hungarian oligarchs for this crisis recovery effort and others, and without question you accept these thieves into your own houses to steal. And you don’t even know that the money has already been depleted! And you don’t care!

Your economy was dismal before this supposed crisis and now it is more tattered than even Soros could have imagined—and you did it all on your own by becoming the very virus you despise! And you don’t care!

You wear your silly masks like FIDESZ’ cockade, but somehow you feel you are being wise, when even the doctors tell you it isn’t necessary! Perhaps it’ll save your life, but there’s no evidence that it will! They are your worthless souvenirs, but it doesn’t matter! At least you have something to cling on to! And you don’t care!

You don’t even know your communist history and you don’t even know that fascism is a left-wing phenomenon. It’s in the name! National Socialism! And you don’t even care!

You have one scam after another in Hungary and Europe. Hundreds of thousands of your fellow citizens are victimized and entangled in a bank currency loan fraud, whereby thousands have unlawfully lost their real estates, and you would rather interrogate the victims, not the perpetrators. You say that the borrowers should have known—that your fellow Hungarians should have been more aware than the professional financiers—and you don’t care to comprehend the imbecility of your argument. You didn’t care about them then and you don’t care about them now!

You’ve been creating Frankenstein’s monsters all along and now you are in the final stages of the new communist order (You can call it fascist, but either way, the results are the same!) and you don’t even know what I’m talking about! You may argue with my assessments all you want, but the results are in and are right in front of our eyes (yours and mine), and our perceptions on the matter have already been muted by The Twilight Zone (by Rod Serling) storm we have entered.

IT’S TIME TO START CARING!

PART 2—LOOK FOR IT—IT WILL PROVIDE SOLUTIONS!